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We define Music to be that form of music performed live before listeners. We define Aesthetics in Music to be a study of the nature of the perception of music by the listener.

We believe the performance of music in actual practice falls naturally into four classes. These are Art Music, Educational Music, Functional Music and Entertainment Music.

I. Art Music

Art Music we believe is defined by four conditions, all of which must always be present. These are:

1. Art music is inspired. Art music is music in which it seems evident that the composer has made an honest attempt to communicate genuine feelings. Feelings, which may range from lofty and noble to superficial and vulgar, must be presumed to be generally recognizable in music, as they are in any other art form, including painting, sculpture, dance, and architecture. In Art Music, lofty and noble feelings are paramount.

   Due to the common genetically understood nature of emotions, it must also be understood that in music emotions or feelings cannot be ‘faked.’ They will always be recognized as such by any contemplative listener.

2. Art Music has no purpose other than the communication of its own aesthetic content. Art Music is free of any purpose or function, save the spiritual communication of pure beauty.

3. Art Music is that which enjoys a performance faithful to the intent of the composer.

4. Art Music must have a listener capable of contemplation.

If any of these conditions are missing, the performance must result in a lesser aesthetic experience. For example, the Ninth Symphony of Beethoven played in a stadium, during the half-time of a professional football game, would fail for the lack of the presence
of Condition Number Four. The same Symphony heard in a concert hall, but in a poor performance, not faithful to the intent of the composer, would fail for the lack of the presence of Condition Number Three.

II. Educational Music

Educational Music may or may not have the same conditions as Art Music, excepting Condition Number Two; it may or may not occur within an educational institution. Educational Music is didactic music, music which has the specific and additional aim to educate. In the strictest sense, if the primary purpose of Music is to educate, it cannot be Art Music—for Art Music has no purpose.

III. Functional Music

Functional Music is music put at the service of something else. We include here, for example, all kinds of religious music, music for weddings, music for the military, and occupational music. Functional Music may share the same conditions as Art Music, excepting Condition Number Two.

One may ask, How can a Mozart Mass be called Functional Music, and not Art Music? If the observer were not contemplatively listening to the music, but were rather contemplating religious thoughts, then the Mozart Mass becomes merely a very high level of Functional Music. If, on the other hand, the observer is a contemplative listener of music, forgetting about religion, then the Mozart Mass is Art Music, but has failed in its purpose as church music.

Military and wedding music are examples of music in which the contemplative listener is missing entirely. How about airport, supermarket and elevator music where there is no listener at all? According to the definition we have given above, recorded music without listeners is not to be considered music at all.
IV. Entertainment Music

Entertainment Music is music with no object other than to please. It will always be missing Condition Four, the contemplative listener. For this reason, Entertainment Music may be inspired music, but the composer is unlikely to be inspired by lofty and noble emotions, knowing there will be no contemplative listener. Entertainment Music and Art Music can never be the same thing because of Condition Number Two: Art Music has no purpose other than the communication of its own aesthetic content. It is inconsistent with the nature of great art to have any extrinsic purpose, including the purpose to entertain.

The first philosopher to address the impact which Art has on an observer was Aristotle, in his *Poetics*, as part of a discussion of Tragedy, which like music has both a material, written form and a live performance form. In this treatise, Aristotle first considers the nature and contribution of each of the specific components of the written form of the Tragedy in his typically methodical style. His great contribution, however, comes when he has completed this discussion, for he then goes beyond the material form of the play itself to discuss the observer. He makes it clear that not only is the end purpose of the elements of the play to produce a specific experience in the observer, but that the nature of this experience is what distinguishes Tragedy from other dramatic forms, such as Spectacle. It was in this moment that he created a new branch of Philosophy which we call ‘Aesthetics.’

Our purpose is to provide a source book of representative descriptions of actual performances, observations by philosophers, poets and other commentators which contribute insights to our understanding of what music meant to listeners during the early Renaissance. It is for this reason that when discussing contemporary treatises on music that we concentrate on those passages which offer insights relative to the aesthetics of music and musical performance rather than the usual technical subjects such as scales, modes and counterpoint which fill most books on Renaissance music.

Since traditional musicology has focused almost exclusively on sacred and secular vocal music of the Renaissance, we have also
included numerous references which we hope will reveal a much wider world of music during this period.

We are also interested in contemporary views on the physiology of knowing, especially with regard to the relationship of the senses and Reason, and related psychological ideas, such as Pleasure and Pain and the Emotions, which might offer a frame of reference for their perspective on the perception of music.

This is the third volume in a series of eight, ranging from the music of the ancient civilizations through the Baroque Period.

David Whitwell
Austin, Texas
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The term ‘Renaissance’ was first coined in 1840, by Jules Michelet, to mean ‘discovery of the world and man.’ Perhaps a better definition would be the ‘rediscovery of the world of man,’ for it is the rediscovery of the values of the human and his secular life, in contrast to a galaxy of Christian spirits, angels and the sacred dogma of the Church. With the new ability of man to think of himself apart from the Church came a great sense of self-confidence, which was a necessary prerequisite for many of the advances in science and the arts. There is no better symbol of this new self-confidence than an incident which occurred during the trial of Galileo. Though he was forced, prostrate on the floor before a commission of cardinals, to retract his view that the earth moves in an orbit and is not the center of the universe, when he rose from the floor he quietly whispered ‘Nevertheless, it moves!’

Important societal developments also contributed to the new environment. In Italy, in particular, the growth of trade and industry produced the wealth by which more enlightened princes could imitate the fostering of the arts they had learned from the East through the crusades. The rediscovery of the ancient literature, again through the East, went hand in hand with the developing sophistication of the vernacular languages. Finally, all of these developments joined to provide the courage and freedom of thought necessary to break the long domination of thought by the Church. Man at last could freely begin to think independently, and to ask questions—something the early Church had distinctly discouraged.

These new attitudes, which were all essential parts of humanism, rapidly repaid society with accomplishments which the Church had been unable to achieve in a thousand years. In a relatively short period of time came the achievements of da Vinci, Michelangelo, Isaac Newton, Galileo, Copernicus and Gutenberg.

In Italian literature, it was Petrarch and Boccaccio who carried this new banner of humanism at the dawn of the Renaissance.
The nineteenth-century scholar, Francesco de Sanctis, writing in defense of Boccaccio’s *The Decameron*, has written a passage which we believe goes right to the heart of the essential difference between the philosophy of life in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance.

Many people blame Boccaccio, saying that he spoiled and corrupted the Italian spirit. He himself, in his old age, was overcome by remorse, became a religious clerk, and condemned his book. But his book would not have been possible if the Italian spirit had not been well on its way to being spoiled—if spoiled is the correct word for it. If the things Boccaccio laughed about had been venerated, his contemporaries would have felt indignation. But the opposite proved to be true. The book seemed to respond to something in people’s souls which had been wanting to come out for a long time. It seemed to proclaim what everyone had been saying secretly, in the depths of their souls, and it was received with so much applause and success that the good Passavanti became frightened and set against it his *Specchio di penitenza* as an antidote. Boccaccio was, then, the literary voice of a world about which men, in their consciousness, were already confusedly aware. A secret existed: Boccaccio guessed it and everyone applauded him. This fact, instead of being damned, deserves to be studied.

The essential quality of the Middle Ages was transcendence: a sort of ultrahuman and ultranatural ‘beyond’ outside of nature and man, the genus and the species outside the individual, matter and form outside their unity, the intellect outside the soul, perfection and virtue outside life, the law outside consciousness, the spirit outside the body, and the purpose of life outside the world …

The natural product of this exaggerated, theocratic world was asceticism. Life here on earth was losing its seriousness and value, so that while man continued to dwell here, his spirit was in the next life …

Feeling, as the product of human or natural propensity, was always considered a sin. Passions were banned and poetry was considered the mother of lies. The theater was the food of the Devil and stories and romances were regarded as profane types of literature. All these things were called by one name: ‘the senses’ …

But a state of tension and imbalance like this cannot last. Art and culture, the knowledge and experience of life, work to modify it and transform it. Thus art, by seizing this world, had begun to humanize it, bring it closer to man and nature …

A modern writer writes of the same issue and of Petrarch’s contribution to the new humanism.
To the centuries before Petrarch the world was a place in which to prepare for a life beyond; the noblest subject of thought was theology; the saving of the soul was the one important task. The centuries since have realized in some measure that the present life is precious in itself, and is not to be thus subordinated. This shifting of the view is of immense significance; and it is owing to Petrarch, more than to any other one man.³

From the perspective of the musician, the beginning of the Renaissance appears clearly, and almost suddenly, defined. The changes desired in Church music by the composers of the early fourteenth century were sufficiently different as to give birth to the terms *ars nova* and *ars antiqua* to distinguish these composers from their teachers. Outside the Church the explosion of thirteenth-century troubadour repertoire was no less dramatic in its new emphasis, indeed this music was the harbinger of humanism.

Our view of music performance in the Renaissance has been clouded in several ways as the result of directions taken by nineteenth-century musicology. The subsequent traditional view has been, basically, that to study music, you have to study extant music. The problem is that relative little music in the fourteenth century was notated, and that which has survived has been mostly the Church music of the Northern countries. No where in music history texts can one find extensive discussion of the broad early Renaissance musical practice which is documented in the literature of that period. Indeed, in reading some of the most revered music history texts you might get the impression that music somehow disappeared from Italy after 1350. But Pirrotta, one of the really knowledgeable persons in this field, knows better.

It is not surprising to me that no attempt to solve the case of the missing Quattrocento music has led to a satisfactory answer. It has been my contention that the secret, if there is one, is in the island, not in the gap that divides it from the continent. For the island is largely a mirage of our historical perspective, a tiny object magnified by our faith in the written tradition, at best a floating island, not only surrounded but also supported by the waves of a sea now opaque to our eye, once full of light, of life, and of sound—the sound of unwritten music.⁴

---


⁴ Nino Pirrotta, ‘*Ars Nova and Stil Novo*’ in *Music and Culture in Italy from the Middle Ages to the Baroque* (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1984), 28, where he devotes a more lengthy argument to this contention.
What he means is that written music, namely Church music, was really just one kind of music performance. Pirrotta hastens to add that we must not assume that the ‘unwritten’ music of the fourteenth century was only monophonic.\(^5\)

Palisca, another distinguished authority on fourteenth-century Italian music, addresses the same limited perspective found in general music history texts:

The conditions that led to the reanimation of literature, the visual arts, and learning also deeply affected music in Italy throughout the period of the Renaissance. Music historians generally have overlooked many of these manifestations because their stated objective has been a history of musical style. But style is only the audible surface of a musical culture, the essence of which must be sought beneath. Style as a criterion is particularly misleading in the Italian Renaissance, because some of the most characteristic music of the period is not preserved in writing, and much of the written music exhibits style elements of undeniably transalpine origin. But this should not lead us to the conclusion that the Renaissance was a northern phenomenon.\(^6\)

But, we would go further than Palisca here. He is correct to say that music historians have concentrated on style. A traditional textbook attempting to find the Renaissance in a church work of Machaut will generally describe the conceptual parts, the components of that work, things like the major chords passing unobtrusively by. But these things are not what makes Machaut sound different, they are only the result of what makes Machaut sound different. A new emphasis on the importance of expressing feeling is what prompted Machaut to make the choices he made. Most music texts which look for early humanists speak primarily of the renewed interest in ancient Greek writings. But for us feeling is the key, not scholarly retrospection. It was not their interest in Greek treatises, but what they found in them which distinguishes the humanistic point of view. In our view, it was the intellectual freedom to think about and value his own feelings which most distinguishes the Renaissance man from Medieval man.

The humanist was the man who discovered that music has to do with the communication of feelings, not numbers. There are theorists today who still don’t ‘get it,’ who teach altered tones and altered chords without reference to the change in feeling which necessitate
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